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Choose Wisely, Invest Your Money Wisely and Watch It Grow!
Our system is built with a strong security system.
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INTRODUCTION
WISELY TOKEN, a Deflationary Reflection Token with
Automated Liquidity Acquisition, can be obtained by
depositing and storing them in the community wallet.
How did the award come to be? Each community
transaction will generate the incentive, with a matching
percentage distributed to all holders. WISELY has a
powerful burning and anti-whale mechanism that
constantly reduces supplies.

VISION
After completing all of our objectives in a very short
period of time, frame. More Cex platforms are being
listed, as is the coin market capitalization. as well as
coin gecko, smart contract security checks, and a
variety of other services partnerships. Wisely has a
bright future ahead of him.

WHAT IS WISELY TOKEN
Wisely Token contract is a combined of RFI tokenomics with the added functions:
Anti-Dump Lock, Anti-Whale, Auto Boost & Hyper deflationary, with auto-liquidity
generating protocol. First, the developer has minted the tokens and sent the
balance to DxSale for fair launch. And then, burned the 50% tokens. Marketing
department had to partake in presale. Second, using the DXSale protocol to build
trust in the community by auto-locking liquidity for 5 years. Worldly-wise
tokenomics and sophisticated design of token functions are being used to reach
the all-inclusive favorable outcome of the project. Two words you should never
hear from us, "Trust Us". At Wisely Finance you don't have to trust us, because we
are openly provided you the keys to any information you need.
#WiselyToken - No rug pull is possible. Join us on our Success!

TOKENOMICS

COIN NAME: WISELY

TOKEN STATS
5% Reflections for holders
Every transaction generates a 5% rewards redistribution to each holder.

4% Liquidity Pool
4 percent of every transaction is converted into liquidity for the Pancake
swap. It is automatic and contributes to a stable price floor.

2% Automatically Burned
2% of the transaction is routed to a dead wallet address, boosting the coin's
overall value over time.

5% Marketing Wallet
We hold a 5% Marketing Wallet. This ensures his
capability in supporting his marketing army and
advertising and project expenses in the upcoming
months.
Marketing campaigns. We want to make Wisely Token
known across the world. We will market Wisely Token
around the world using billboards, visual ads, digital
advertisement campaigns, social media marketing,
content marketing, advertisement via radio and many
more.

WISELY TOKEN FEATURES
Auto Boost & Hyper deflationary
The Auto Boost Protocol is mathematically designed to do variable buybacks
that adapt based on volume in order to preserve stability. Auto Boost will vary
based on the transactions over the previous 24 hours, and will continue to add
based solely on volume. Every time a sale of Wisely Token happens, Auto Boost
will purchase back a variable amount. This is a unique function that is more
powerful than a typical buyback system.

Funds Are Safe

Initial Liquidity Provided will be locked with SWAP.

Anti-Dump

Sales are limited to less than 0.1 percent of total supply, and a 5%
charge is imposed to all sells. We will be able to limit swing
trading and break whale control as a result of this.

Anti-Whale
Everyone is expected to make profit but we want profit to be
for everyone. WISELY Token is coded in a way that prevents big
wallet holders (whales) from trying to manipulate the price in
their favor or from dumping the token by selling out.

WISELY TOKEN ECOSYSTEM
NFT Market Store

Buyers have the opportunity to own special assets that are projected to
gain in value over time, while also assisting us in leveraging our marketing
efforts to support the growth of our community and the value of our token.

STAKING POOLS
By utilizing a one-of-a-kind set of smart contracts for Staking Pools, Wisely
Token will be able to migrate a portion of liquidity to the Partnered Tokens are
purchased under a specific contract. engagements, boosting the value of the
Partnered Tokens Participants in the Pool are then compensated with tokens
in return for their participation. Donations to the Pool This concept offers the
token with its long-term value since it allows you to bet X tokens to get Y
tokens economically and mathematically sound

PLAY TO EARN GAMES
Wisely Token proprietary play-to-earn game in BSC which the most efficient
way feasible While taking in the action, Player receives bonuses and earn NFTs
These NFTs may be used for a variety of applications, including trading. with
other players and utilizing them in the built-in NFT marketplaces, Keeping
them indicates that consumers will benefit from the expansion of the The
economics of an in-game item

WISELY TOKEN ECOSYSTEM
Wisely Swap
Wisely Swap allows users to trade Wisely tokens and other
cryptocurrencies without an intermediary. The platform will enable
users to exchange their tokens directly from their wallets with other
BEP-20 compatible tokens

ROADMAP
Phase 1
Birth of $Wisely Token
Create Social Media
Initial Contract Audit TechRate
Token Presale
Redesign Website
Liquidity Pool Lock
Marketing Campaign launch
Building Army
Twitter/Telegram/YouTube Influencer
1 000+ holder growth target
Coinmarketcap Listing
Coingecko Listing
Initial Burned %25

Phase 2
5 000+ Holder growth target
Marketing Expansion Campaign
Connect with influencers Youtuber
Team Expansion
Registered LLC Company
ERC20 Integration
Building Wisely Swap
2nd batch Burned %10

ROADMAP
Phase 3
25 000+ holder growth target
Contract Certik Audit
Marketing Billboards Ads
Listing on GATE.IO
Listing on XT
Listing on LBANK
Listing MEXC
Listing BITRUE
Gear up for major and small
exchange listings
3rd batch Burned %10

Phase 4

100 000+ holder growth
Support Wisely Army
Listing to more Exchange
Staking Program
NFT Market Place
Billboards Marketing Ads
Marketing for Wiseley Mask Wallet
Launching of wallets and Trading for
IOS and Android for Wisely mask –
This will helps to burned each
transaction, and support the liquidity
pool to get the highest value of the
token
last batch Burned %10

STAY UPDATED
Marketing – marketing@wiselytoken.com
Business Inquiries – business@wiselytoken.com
Support Team – support@wiselytoken.com
Developer Team developer@wiselytoken.com

https://twitter.com/wiselytoken

https://facebook.com/wiselytoken

https://t.me/wiselytokenchat
https://www.reddit.com/r/wiselytoken/

